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The Polio Chaser
I remember putting out my hand as a child to receive a crisp
white sugar cube which I was to crunch up and swallow, and
that was the famous polio vaccine. I remember seeing
children stuck in wheelchairs, their shriveled bodies curled
and bent like the wheels of the chair itself, and that was
polio. I remember always having to shower before getting in
a public swimming pool (which protocol lingers to this day)
and that was/is because of polio.
The polio story is huge. A good starter is the famous Janine
Roberts piece (Google “Janine Roberts polio the virus and
the vaccine”) and you will learn that early cases of what was
called palsy began to show up consistently in children who
lived near farms being sprayed with chemical pesticides.
This was toward the turn of the last century. Writes Roberts:
In 1892 [the arsenic-based pesticide] Paris Green
was replaced in Massachusetts by the more toxic
pesticide lead arsenate. Two years later the first
recorded epidemic of infantile paralysis struck in
Massachusetts' neighbouring state of Vermont.
The outbreak was investigated by Dr Charles
Caverly, who reported that it was probably caused
by a toxin rather than a micro-organism. Caverly
said: `It usually occurred in families of more than
one child, and as no efforts were made at isolation
it was very certain it was non-contagious.'
Lead arsenate rapidly became the principal
pesticide used on fruit and berries throughout the
industrial world. In 1907 calcium arsenate was
introduced for use primarily on cotton crops and
in cotton mills. A year later 69 healthy children
suddenly fell paralytically ill in Massachusetts.
They lived in a town with three cotton mills, and
in settlements downstream from those mills.
Nearby there were also orchards on which lead
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arsenates were almost certainly in use. They were
also living only a short distance downstream from
the location of the Vermont outbreak.
A further epidemic in Massachusetts in 1908
caused enormous public concern, but, despite the
evidence that exposure to toxins might have been
responsible, the investigating health officials
overlooked the newly introduced pesticides; they
thought them essential to their war against viruses
and bacteria–and to the financial health of the
agricultural industry.
But the person who has truly expanded the polio story is
Jennifer Lake, beginning on her “Polio Forever” blog
(www.polioforever.wordpress.com), where you will have to
skip around and read more than one or two things to get the
picture, which very importantly includes not just chemicals
that damage the body but radiation–yes, that word that is
again flying around thanks to Fukushima and even our
pocket-sized cell phones.
Did you know that the polio vaccine followed nuclear
testing around the world? What Jennifer Lake seems to be
saying in her new blog serial entitled “JFK Conspiracy Con”
(http://jenniferlake.wordpress.com/2011/11/06/the-jfk-con
spiracy-con) is that as part of the Manhattan Project and
subsequent nuclear testing, wherever nuclear radiation was
spread a "vaccine chaser" followed–meaning that the large
number of people who became neurologically compromised
as a result of radiation were offered the polio vaccine to
"prevent further cases" of such harm (i.e., epidemic polio).
Her spectacular phrase: "Stealing the people's health and
offering to sell it back to them ..." From the JFK piece:
It is said that governments do not give up their
weapons unless and until they have better ones to
replace them. What new weapon did they have in
1963? For certain, a Peace weapon–one that would
go around the world. A polio vaccine. Stealing
the people’s health and offering to sell it back to
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them bit by bit does not sound like a scheme
invented by an economically depressed
Communist state [the USSR]. Polio vaccines like
Salk’s 3-shot injectables were not suitable
giveaways even for a rich nation, but in 1962,
Albert Sabin’s oral drops were in their last stages
of field trials–in, of all places, Cuba and the
USSR. For the next decades to come, the Sabin
OPV was the vaccine "diplomat" of choice. The
Salk legacy was to move upwards and manifest as
a New Frontier in a medical field being born as
"metabiology.” There, the common interests of the
Bronfmans, Lewis Strauss, and many others
merged at the Salk Institute in San Diego. Sam’s
son Edgar Bronfman became an anchor patron,
founding funder and trustee. Lewis Strauss’s
friend, Dr. Leo Szilard (a father of the Bomb), and
other former Manhattan Project veterans, signed
on as Fellows. For medical purposes, the Salk was
to take on the challenges of what health physics
called "combined injury" from radiation and
chemicals; birth defects, gene mutations,
neurological disease, cancer and AIDS. For
metabiological purposes, well ... that’s another
story. There’s still a lot left to this one.

Social and Biological Destiny
The series is barely halfway done, and sprang from years of
reading books, books and more books–some little known
and some so old that they have been forgotten. One of these
books was The Molecular Vision of Life by Lily E. Kay
(Oxford University Press, 1993). Writes Lake:
Lily Kay’s book, her first of only two, is scarce
and expensive. A used hardcover will cost you
$300. Kay passed away in 2000 at age 53 and I
wonder if her book is now appreciating like a
piece of art. One suspects she was a consummate
insider participating in the abstraction of scientific
history. She wrote that the Rockefeller-created
field of molecular biology was the incarnation of
redirected eugenics which was “animated by a
potent conjunction of Protestant values and
technocratic visions” [p.10] making clear that its
purpose was “to control biological destiny” [p.17].
To prove her point naming giants in the field with
Protestant bona fides, still with great subtlety,
however, like a code running through the text,
Lily Kay coaxes a truer sense of ‘values’ from her
subject than she perhaps intended. Her Protestants
are tainted, weak, ‘old school’ and “not religious”

(a “not religious” Protestant is no Protestant at all)
and these leading personalities were beholden to
their advisors and collaborators. Much in the way
that Kay wrote: “Scientists could now manipulate
genes … they laid claim to ‘the secret of life,” it
was the scientists who were Lily Kay’s heroes.
They were the creators and they made it all
possible by devotedly navigating their special
ideas through the turbulence of rough political
times. The Molecular Vision’s retrospective
abruptly ends for its readers in 1955, the year that
polio vaccine set a precedent in public medicine.
You may guess that the social and biological
destiny of mankind was at hand.
Quotes from Lily Kay’s book:
A concerted physicochemical attack on the gene
was initiated at the moment in history when it
became unacceptable to advocate social control
based on crude eugenic principles … Time was
seldom a deterrent for the visionaries of the
Rockefeller Foundation ... [which] had been the
main force behind the development of the social
sciences in America ... [p.9]
Programmatic statements, reports, and memoranda
from the various Rockefeller divisions attest that
on social and ideological levels there was no
fundamental separation of purpose between the
heads of corporations and the leadership of the
Foundation.” [p.10]
From population control by methods of socio-psychobiology
(think of advertising guru Edward Bernays and the many
new conventions–like cigarettes and fluoride–he introduced
to Americans that ultimately shattered their health), America
was introduced to metabiology by way of radiation’s
powerful effects on tissues and genes. The radiation
scientists were delving into a buffet of physics, chemistry,
biology and genetics to experiment and observe as fast as
they could. For expediency they used fruit flies, whose new
generations followed each other in a matter of weeks.
Polio, Lake tells us, was the debilitating reaper that followed
not only chemical exposure but also radiation, and the
vaccines developed for it continued to compromise people’s
immunity. Thus they remained susceptible to future
sickness, often neurological but sometimes in the form of
autoimmune disease or cancer. Many who have read up on
polio know that the Salk vaccine didn’t stop the disease at
all–in fact, more polio showed up wherever the stuff was
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sent. Today we have all kinds of new afflictions that experts
say they don’t know the origins of (see http://polioforever.
wordpress.com/the-polio-like-diseases), many of which are
neurological–Parkinsons, MS, ALS; some of which are
autoimmune conditions–fibromyalgia, chronic fatigue; and
some of which are flu-like and regularly occur where polio
shots are given.

What Is the Polio Virus?
We have all been told that polio was spread by the polio
virus, and yet many conspiracy theorists insist there was no
polio virus. I have learned–with much confusion because
this is not an easy lesson–that there is such a thing as “polio
virus,” but it is not a little wiggly that hangs around
swimming pools and causes the disease. As Jenny Lake has
patiently tried to educate me and my head has spun from the
complexity of it all, I now get it that viruses are chemical
sequences formed by and in the body itself (endogenous
viruses; but there are also exogenous viruses occurring notin-the-body) and when the polio condition hits –whether you
want to call it polio or something more modern–your body
creates these chemical sequences, otherwise known as
viruses, in response to it.
What does the body do with the viruses it makes? When
radiation enters the cell, the energy it holds literally explodes
the cell, creating debris. Viruses, as part of our own defense
arsenal, are chemical agents that serve to clear such debris,
as the splintered parts of the cell can re-form into
undesirable organic material.
What the polio geniuses did in the 1950s was to build these
chemical sequences into the polio vaccine, along with a very
aggressive kind of cancer cell (the HeLa cell) and SV40 (the
“monkey virus” that altered genes), which together formed
a potent cocktail that made it possible for transmission/
generation/expression [of new genetic material] as well as
inserting a tagging mechanism (SV40) for those who had
been given the vaccine. And all this was part of the famous
Manhattan Project: radiation biology unfolding from fruitfly studies into human populations.
The distorted conspiracy story circulating around the polio
vaccine is that it “gives you cancer” and was designed to do
so, but the real purpose of the HeLa cells (named after one
Henrietta Lacks) was to include an aggressive type of cell
that kept reproducing (“infinite cell line”), which is what
cancer is – a cell that goes on dividing in a mad effort to
preserve itself. Henrietta was a cervical-cancer patient at
Johns Hopkins University in 1951, whose out-of-control
tumor was just what the medical elite were looking for and

whose cancer cells were sent to the top labs to be studied.
Eventually the Tuskegee Institute created a special “factory”
to produce the HeLa substrate for use in polio vaccines.
From Jenny Lake’s PolioForever blog:
Pleomorphism (or polymorphism) determines that
life arises from chemistry: the chemical
constituents of the environment composing a
dynamically flexible matrix for life forms to adapt
and display ‘transitional’ qualities, altering the
nature of microbial form and function in an
ultimately wholistic gestalt of biology. Modern
pleomorphism was born in the mind of Antoine
Bechamp and expressed by Claude Bernard’s
conception of ‘bioterrain.’ Bechamp endured the
academic tribulation of increasing marginalization
as his work went unfunded and Germ Theory was
promoted in politically well-connected circles.
The static proposition of germ-caused disease
undergirded an ancient phobia that coalesced with
the 19th-century obsession among western
intellectuals with ‘degenerate’ humanity: it was a
sociological Perfect Storm that led to “negative
eugenics.” By contrast, pleomorphic ideation was
like a lifeboat idly strapped to the deck of the
Titanic. Few appreciated its utility, except for
those who understood the titanic Germ Theory
would [someday] sink.
Germ theory held for a while and convinced us to use more
chemicals in our daily lives to fight them. It is now second
fiddle to “virus theory,” which is not entirely bogus as our
bodies are rapidly producing viruses in response to dozens
of environmental stressors (not germs but rather chemicals,
radiation and electrosmog). What is bogus is that these are
exogenous viruses–strains of whatnot wafting around
waiting to make us sick. We are actually factories of
endogenous viruses, chemicals that with the help of
environmental radiation are pushing us forward into
metabiology. And that is the dream of the nuclear age. From
Lake:
90,000 commercial chemicals, gene-destabilizing
radiation and 150 years of conditioned social
science later, we stand at our own crossroads.
Scientists have the means and the will to “build
better humans.” The issues are matters of utility.
Weapons and Germ Theory have proved out the
degenerate lot of the human species. The Nuclear
Age’s baby-boom generation is mature: though
yesterday’s polio children are in their golden
years, Americans would probably not survive
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another assault of the kind perpetrated in the
1950s. Our bodies are more fragile. The fallout
from atomic bombs has been estimated to be
equivalent to 40,000 Hiroshima-sized blasts, or 16
kilotons of deadly poisons 40,000 times over. It
came down with the snow and rain, grew up with
the grasses and trees, and the cycle is repeating
itself with chemtrails as we shift from nuclear to
nanotech, biologically speaking. Nuclear energy is
not going away. In fact, more is planned, and the
medical-research hierarchy is devising ways of
reconfiguring DNA to become radiation resistant.

Mass Chemotherapy
The importance of the polio vaccine, Lake emphasizes, is
that it was given during a period of fallout – in fact, the
world was cresting toward peak fallout, the worst period
running from 1957 to 1964. Doling out a vaccine containing
genetic material to populations in a state of heavy immunesystem load (the effect of radiation exploding their cells)
pretty much guaranteed that they would not be able to reject
this new genetic information. What people got then, through
the polio vaccine, was chemotherapy. Certain vaccines were
developed and actually held in reserve until nuclear testing
began, at which point they were introduced, promoted and
heavily administered, especially to children (whooping
cough and TB as examples).
So, to sum up, polio was not only the epidemic result of
widespread radiation, the vaccine created for it was a coverup for the human damage caused by nuclear testing, and the
more polio that occurred where the vaccine was shipped
only increased the need for more vaccine. In addition, the
gene-altering materials contained in the polio vaccine,
helped by aggressive self-replicating cell lines (the cancer
element) catapulted human beings into a lifelong state of
compromised immunity and a plethora of mysterious
disorders with brand-new names that are all actually part of
the grand polio spectrum.
Let’s mosey on into another fascinating part of this rabbit
hole. The picture of politics in the early 1960s, from Jennifer
Lake’s blog:
Nelson Rockefeller was the man Kennedy
expected to be running against in the 1964
presidential campaign. Privately, he was having
Rockefeller and the family’s foundation
investigated. It’s likely that the Kennedy men
learned what Ernest Lawrence knew: “if it hadn’t
been for the Rockefeller Foundation, there would

have been no atomic bomb.” [p. 219, The
Molecular Vision of Life, by Lily E. Kay. ... They
would have learned that the Rockefeller Institute
for Medical Research (RIMR) had an iron grip on
polio research from its inception in 1901. They
would have known all about Rockefeller’s role as
the acting head of the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare in 1953 when the Salk
vaccine field trials were authorized. Of course,
they would have known about the Quantico
sessions in 1955 when Rockefeller sponsored his
‘brain trust’ to design an offer on arms limitations
that the Soviets would never accept, provoking an
escalation that came to be called Mutually Assured
Destruction (MAD). Rockefeller was Special
Chief of Psychological Operations then. At the
same time, in the 1950s, “Rockefeller took it as his
mission to breathe new life into the moribund
Atoms for Peace initiative. In that regard, it
certainly did not hurt that he had a long-standing
relationship with [Lewis] Strauss, who as a Kuhn,
Loeb partner, had been one of the Rockefeller
brothers’ financial advisers.”
...
Some time after the Cuban Missile Crisis [October
1962] Kennedy said to the press, “I am haunted by
the feeling that by 1970, unless we are successful
[at negotiating a nuclear treaty], there may be ten
nuclear powers instead of four, and by 1975,
fifteen or twenty… I see the possibility in the
1970s of the President of the United States having
to face a world in which fifteen or twenty or
twenty-five nations may have these weapons. I
regard that as the greatest possible danger…” [p.
477, President Kennedy: Profile in Power,
Richard Reeves]
A year earlier, in September of ’61, after the
Soviets had disregarded a voluntary moratorium
and detonated the largest ground-based
‘atmospheric’ nuke ever designed: “in meetings
with scientists, he asked ... about radioactive
fallout. ‘Where would we be if testing had
continued at the 1958 rate?’ he asked Dr. Charles
Dunham, director of the Atomic Energy
Commission’s Division of Biology and Medicine.
‘Civilized man would have been in trouble,’
Dunham said. ‘How does the radioactive fallout
get to the earth?’ he asked his science advisor,
Jerome Wiesner. ‘The clouds are washed out by
rain,’ answered Wiesner. Kennedy looked out ...
into the garden. It was a rainy day and he asked:
‘You mean it’s in the rain out there?’ ‘Yes,’
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Wiesner said … Kennedy did not speak for a long
time.”

JFK: Profile in Obedience
The players in this game, which is still being played in full
force today, were not just the medical elite but also the
gunrunners in finance and world politics. JFK, Lake
believes, was groomed by world banking powers to be an
ascending star and captain of America’s new nuclear-testing
program. A super-player by the name of Lewis L. Strauss of
the financial behemoth Kuhn, Loeb was one of the architects
of American nukes and of JFK’s life. Writes Lake:
His greatest role in government was to ultimately
oversee the fullest use of nuclear arms and
development, both behind the scenes as a Kuhn
Loeb banker and a direct instrument of
proliferation (in the guise of its most ardent
watchdog). In the specific organization of
necessary elements to steer the successful
execution of JFK’s assassination, no one appears
more essentially vested and qualified than he.
In his biography, Men and Decisions, Strauss (acting as
though he were a nuclear-testing watchdog, as Lake points
out) writes:
“I turned to my friend Detlev Bronk, the president
of the National Academy of Sciences ... so that [a
new study] independent of government ... was
undertaken. It occupied the time of more than a
hundred scientists.’ ... ‘The Biological Effects of
Atomic Radiation... [was] completed by June 1956
…and it contained what was at the time rather
surprising information. For example, the present
dangers from ionizing radiation were found to be
due much more to the excessive use of medical
and dental X-rays than from fallout … if correct,
[it] would mean that our hospitals and medical
laboratories are more dangerous than fallout…
[The report states:] ‘The fallout from weapons
testing has, so far, led to considerably less
irradiation of the population than have the medical
uses–and had therefore been less detrimental.
It was the usual cover-up: Your average dentist’s office is
more dangerous than the worldwide tests we are doing for
nuclear bombs! Lake’s blog continues:
Kennedy believed what he was told, that nuclear
bombs were being detonated with no radioactive

fallout. Presumably, the ink on Strauss’s
manuscript was still wet when JFK announced to
the nation on September 5, 1961: “In view of the
continued testing by the Soviet government, I
have today ordered the resumption of nuclear
tests, in the laboratory and underground, with no
fallout.” [p.226, President Kennedy, Profile in
Power, Richard Reeves] What is more, Reeves
informs us that the first thing Kennedy did after
meeting Khrushchev was to have “secretly ordered
preparations to resume testing ... [and then]
ordered the paperwork ... withdrawn, so he would
have the option of saying he had made the
decision later than he actually had.” [p.224]
Strauss was obviously not writing to influence
policy as some out-of-power bureaucrats might
do. The policy was all in place, and Kennedy
followed it.
The Manhattan Project was an octopus, the body of which
concealed the heavy-hitters who controlled the world, and
the tentacles of which stretched into money, medicine,
military and more. The names profiled and detailed in
Lake’s blog exploration The JFK Conspiracy Con are some
we have heard of (Sam Bronfman) and some we have not
(L.L. Strauss, for instance). It is a fascinating ramble that
leaves you drawing your breath and shaking your head. Who
would have known that biology and bombs could be related
and intertwined so as to have set us all on the path toward
permanent alteration? Who would have known that a
vaccine meant to “save” us was part of a political/military
plan to embed our cells with chemobiological substrates they
could not reject and to tag us with traceability for further
observation? Who would have known that the pink dust little
children drew pictures in that had landed on their family cars
in Nevada would blow all over the country and would
irreparably explode immune systems, providing the perfect
“clean slate” for the rewriting of everyone’s biology? Who
would have known ... ?
It leaves you wondering for a long time about what you
really are, what is really going on inside you, and how that
relates to what is happening today. In a recent conversation
with Jenny Lake, I heard her muse that nanotech is the new
extension of the Manhattan Project plan: that the nano
building blocks in our bodies, which are being steadily
deposited and introduced by way of various large-scale
programs (chemtrails being one), will be exactly what our
bodies will require in the way of intervention mechanisms to
“rebuild” ourselves from the damage we are and have been
suffering for decades. We will not even be able to survive
without nanotechnology coursing around inside us, acting
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like Santa’s elves repairing and reorganizing cells and
tissues. We will be praising the Lord for the good fortune of
having wondrous modern science at hand to fix what has
gone wrong – the kind of fixing that nature itself cannot do.
We will need nanotechnology for our survival.

Delusions of Imaginitis
News: The CDC has announced Morgellons sufferers to be
once and for all delusional. (http://www.activistpost.com/
2012/01/cdc-calls-morgellons-nanoworms-delusion.html).
A person with Morgellons who was contacted by the news
networks to comment on the CDC report, which basically
stated that its $600,000 budget and the world’s largest
forensic database could not help in identifying the nature of
Morgellons fibers and that all those who are afflicted with
the syndrome have overactive imaginations ... this person
(with whom I have communicated for some years and who
pretty much knows the Morgellons community and who is
not insane and completely credible herself) observed to me
that the individuals examined by the CDC, supposedly
whittled down from a long list of Morgellons sufferers, are
individuals no one in the community has heard of or
personally knows ... Hmmm! Most curious indeed.
The world’s largest forensic database coupled with a
dubious and suspicious sample pool would certainly add up
to a big unknown and the common-sense conclusion that
there’s nothing to be concerned about – it’s an inflammation
of the imagination – all made up! Is this not like telling us,
“Your average dentist’s office is more dangerous than the
worldwide tests we are doing for nuclear bombs!” Here’s
how upside-down it gets: The ABC reporter asked this very
sensible and credible Morgellons sufferer/researcher if she
thought Morgellons came from aliens, to which she replied:
“Not unless the black-op government labs are scraping it off
the space shuttle.” And the report on ABC informed
everyone that this Morgellons victim thought Morgellons
was from aliens. You just can’t make them do their job right,
can you?
The beat goes on. We are stifled when we try to talk, show
and explain things to the world, and the world is told there
is absolutely nothing to worry about, the agencies are all
doing a great job looking out for us. In the meantime,
nanowigglies are having a field day inside us and there isn’t
a thing we can do about it ... most of us can’t even feel them,
see them and don’t even know about them. All we have at
our disposal, it would seem, is that “active imaginitis”– that
place within our beings that is greater than who we are in
our physical dimensions. I always go back to this. Some call
it God, others call it Higher Power, and a very few believe

it is simply part of the Self. Nonetheless, we find ourselves
trapped in this three-dimensional world with its dying trees
and capsizing life forms, all of us struggling for
comprehension, survival and well-being. Even the
mainstreamers, the Sheeple, know something is now very
wrong, and even sports and new movies can’t fix it.
What can? I would guide you to the sixteenth chapter of
Nancy Banks’ book – if you only read it once, read it again!
I would guide you to form a small group to discuss what is
now our reality and maybe a true brainstorming will be born.
Sitting alone in our houses thinking about this and worrying
when we wake up during the night is not the way to liberty.
It struck me the other night that if indeed the third dimension
is controlled by darkness that exceeds our capacities and us
– its prey – then we all came here to this planet where this
experiment is being carried out to find each other. Could that
be the case? A quote:
We are so used to this darkness that we mistake it
for reality. We cannot recognize light because we
believe the darkness is light. This makes for a very
upside-down world. People who exploit
separateness are called successful: those who
make war are immortalized in bronze or marble.
This is living in pitch darkness ... and calling the
darkness day. Those who really see are those who
forget themselves completely in living for the
welfare of all. – Eknath Easwaran: The Bhagavad
Gita for Daily Living
It also struck me that if, as they say, the physical world we
live in is an illusion, then you could say it this way: The
thought is the reality; the physical is the illusion. How does
that strike you? It gives me a feeling of great strangeness, of
a dawning kind of feeling that this is how it all got upside
down, through the collective creation of mass thought, mass
belief, cleverly fed and nourished by dark magicians.
I will leave you on that notion ...

